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EMERGING HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

YASH FANS
DELIVERING HIGH-GRADE FANS AND HOME APPLIANCES

A pioneer in manufacturing, supplying and exporting a high-end range of fans and home appliances, 
Yash Fans Pvt Ltd is renowned for designing and delivering cost-effective state-of-the-art product 

designs including fans, mixer grinders and gas stoves with utmost customer satisfaction

leading company of Naredi 
Group of Industries, Yash 
Fans Pvt Ltd is an ISO 
9001 certified organization 
making intelligent use of 

innovative technology advancements 
to bring out high-quality array of fans 
and home appliances that meet ISO 
9001:2008 international standard quality 
measures. The company consistently 
endeavours to keep itself updated on new 
technological advancements made in its 
domain to mould their products according 
to different market requirements. 

MAINTAINING AN EDGE
The company has a fully equipped facility 
meeting the IS:555 (1979) standard and 
its strong know-how in fans and home 
appliances segment has enabled it to 
build a huge client base in 18 different 
countries around the globe including 
Dubai, Muscat, Bahrain, Kuwait, Egypt, 
Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Nepal, 
Bangladesh, Singapore and others. The 
company with its modern infrastructure 
believes in working with utmost sincerity, 
honesty and integrity by adopting a highly 
ethical approach, technological expertise, 
making best use of its global reach and 
building a long-term trusted relationship 
with its clients, associates and employees.

Having the best pool of technical experts 
in its management team that are adept in 
taking quick judicious decisions for the 
benefits of the organization, employees 
and customers, the company is well on 
its way to become a globally acclaimed 
organization delivering the best electrical 
products to its precious clients. The 
management team with its efficient 
handling of the workforce, machine 
installation, wide product range, financial 
matters and marketing activities helps in 
boosting the image of the company and 
establishing itself among the leading 
players in the industry.

The fans manufactured by the company 
have covers processed by SPM machines 
and offer the highest order of dimension 

A
control that puts them in high demand 
across the domestic and international 
market. The company with its fully 
equipped infrastructure is registered 
with DGS&D for its BIS/ISO endorsed 
fans and is also a franchise partner of 
various corporate segments for brand 
marking various products including the 
ISI-marked ceiling fans, table fans and 
exhaust fans.

The company is highly acclaimed for 
its ultramodern infrastructure facility in 
Hyderabad spread over 20,000 square 
feet of developed area covering powder 
coating, stator winding, machine shop, 
fan assembly, maintenance and packing 
with all the requisite quality control 
capabilities, thus, maintaining and 
sustaining the model of total quality 
control management.

ADHERENCE TO STRINGENT QUALITY 
STANDARDS
The company ensures that all its fans 
undergo rigorous testing procedure 
including no-load running test, low voltage 
start test, performance test and 1.5 KV 

flash test before packing. The company 
performs the air delivery measurement of 
ceiling, exhaust and table fans adhering 
to the IS:374, IS:2312, IS:555 standards, 
respectively. The company with its vast 
distribution network is trusted for timely 
and secure delivery of its products.


